Past Exhibitions 2000 – 2004

2000 Exhibitions

Texas Stars Rising: David Keens, Kate Breakey, Antonio Arellanes and Brian Bosworth
Survey of Paintings by Robert C. Ellis

Works from the Southwestern Bell Telephone Collection
Jean Cappadonna-Nichols: All About Eve


2001 EXHIBITIONS

Carl Milles, Sculptor
Hung Liu: Retrospective

James Watkins: A Meditation of Fire
Frank Gervasi: Landscapes

Howard Rubenstein: Nature's Unearthly Facts
Brian and Jerry Pinkney: Once Upon a Vision

Tony Scherman: Chasing Napoleon
Venetian Paintings from the 16th and 17th Centuries from The Sarah Campbell Blaffer Foundation


2003 EXHIBITIONS

Todd Stone: Fluid Images
Anna Jaquez: Fleeting Moments

Picturing the Landscape: Works from the Sarah Campbell Blaffer Foundation
Picturing the Landscape: Works from the Sarah Campbell Blaffer Foundation

Susan Cronin: Casting Humor | Anna Jaquez: Fleeting Moments | Regional Show | Todd Stone: Fluid Images | ECISD Student Show | A Defining Moment: The Hudson River School in Italy (on loan from the collection of Mr. and Mrs. John F. McGuigan Jr.) | ECISD Student Show | Teaching Art: An Area College and University Faculty Exhibition | American Pains Artist (Annual juried exhibition) | Endangered Treasure: Our Arctic National Wildlife Refuge | Metal Art 2003 (National juried sculpture exhibition) | Watercolor Horizons Group Juried Exhibition | Picturing the Landscape: Works from the Sarah Campbell Blaffer Foundation | Andrew Dasburg: American Modernist | Sacabo & Rulfo: The Unreachable World of Susana San Juan | Needle Art: A Postmodern Sewing Circle | Indian Textiles: The Enduring Sari (ENAM Curated)

2004 EXHIBITIONS
Kate Breakey: Small Deaths

Edge of Time: Photographs of Mexico by Mariana Yampolsky

Michael Roque Collins Retrospective: Tropological Landscapes
A Noble Pastime: Hunting Scenes from the Sarah Campbell Blaffer Foundation